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Abstract

Current methods for generating attractive head-001
lines often learn directly from data, which bases002
attractiveness on the number of user clicks and003
views. Although clicks or views do reflect user004
interest, they can fail to reveal how much inter-005
est is raised by the writing style and how much006
is caused by the event or topic itself. Also,007
such approaches can lead to harmful inventions008
by over-exaggerating the content, aggravating009
the spread of false information. In this work,010
we propose HonestBait, a novel framework011
for solving these issues from another aspect:012
generating headlines using forward references013
(FRs), a writing technique often used in click-014
bait. A self-verification process is also included015
in training to avoid harmful inventions. We016
start with a preliminary user study to under-017
stand how FRs affect user interest, after which018
we present PANCO, an innovative dataset con-019
taining pairs of fake news with verified news020
for attractive but faithful news headline genera-021
tion. Automatic metrics and human evaluations022
show that our framework yields more attractive023
results while maintaining high veracity.024

1 Introduction025

Fake news has become a medium by which to026

spread misinformation (Oshikawa et al., 2020; Vi-027

cario et al., 2019). One common way to fight028

against fake news is to release verified news. How-029

ever, as the goal of news verification is to correct030

misinformation, their headlines are often bland,031

making it difficult to gain the attention of users,032

which works against the need to alleviate the harm-033

ful impact of fake news. Therefore, headlines034

for verified news articles should be rewritten to035

be more sensational but still faithful, which is ex-036

pected to pique reader interest in verified news.037

Many studies have been conducted on generat-038

ing styled headlines (Jin et al., 2020; Xu et al.,039

2019), among which clickbait represents the style040

that generates the most reads or clicks. Despite 041

their success in attracting readers, there are several 042

challenges in current clickbait generation models. 043

First, clickbait datasets for training headline gener- 044

ators with sensational style transfer are commonly 045

collected based on the amount of views or clicks, 046

which assumes that headline popularity is always 047

due to the writing style. However, user reading 048

preferences could also be motivated by trending 049

topics or major events. Although such headlines 050

get many views and clicks, they could end up as 051

noise in the dataset, harming sensational headline 052

classification performance (Xu et al., 2019). Sec- 053

ond, harmful hallucinations created by headlines 054

exaggerated to be more sensational could distort 055

the meaning of the original article. This is espe- 056

cially critical as we do not want our generation 057

model itself to spread misinformation. However, as 058

such sensational headline generation models often 059

generate clickbait which contains more ambigu- 060

ous words than a general abstractive headline, it 061

increases the difficulty of evaluating faithfulness 062

by aligning title semantics with the content of the 063

article. 064

In this work, we propose making real news sen- 065

sational by learning what fake news is good at. 066

Quantity-wise, the many fake news articles can 067

serve as learning materials by which to generate 068

more attractive headlines; style-wise, fake news is 069

written to attract attention. To learn these attractive 070

writing styles, we adopt the forward-reference (FR) 071

writing technique (Blom and Hansen, 2015), which 072

draws from psychology and journalism, and is fre- 073

quently used to create attractive headlines. Specifi- 074

cally, FR creates an information gap between users 075

and the news article with the headline, which moti- 076

vates user curiosity (Loewenstein, 1994) to inves- 077

tigate the news content, and hence provokes the 078

desire to click on the headline. One example is the 079

headline “Wanna be an enviable couple? 12 things 080

a happy couple must do... It’s that simple!”, which 081
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drives readers to find out what those things are.082

Here, to understand the relation between verac-083

ity, attractiveness, and FR types in news headlines,084

we conduct a preliminary user study to investigate085

the attractiveness of fake and real news, followed086

by an analysis of the FR types used in the selected087

headlines. Given these results and observations, we088

propose HonestBait, a novel framework by which089

to generate attractive but faithful headlines. In this090

framework, we use FR to remove the need to learn091

directly from the clicks-based dataset. To ensure092

the faithfulness of the generated headlines, we de-093

sign a lexical-bias-robust textual entailment com-094

ponent on the generated headline and its original095

content to confirm that the latter infers the former.096

In addition, we propose PANCO, an innovative097

dataset which consists of pairs of fake and verified098

news headlines, their content, and their FR types.099

We conduct experiments on PANCO and evaluate100

the results by both autometrics and human evalua-101

tion. The contributions of our work are threefold:102

• We conduct a thorough user study to under-103

stand the relation between reading preference104

and FR types on fake news and verified news.105

• We propose a novel framework for gener-106

ating attractive but faithful headlines. In107

human evaluations, HonestBait outperforms108

baselines on attractiveness and faithfulness.109

• We propose a new dataset containing pairs of110

fake and verified news, including their titles,111

article content, and title FR types.112

2 Related Work113

Forward Referencing as a Lure Loewenstein114

(1994) shows how the desire for information moti-115

vates human curiosity. Forward-reference was later116

defined as a technique for creating curiosity gaps117

at a discourse level for use in headlines (Blom and118

Hansen, 2015; Yang, 2011). A similar concept is119

cataphora, in which information is forwarded as a120

teaser at a sentence level (Baicchi, 2004; Halliday121

and Hasan, 1976). Kuiken et al. (2017) investi-122

gate how editors rewrite headlines for digital plat-123

forms, and analyze the linguistic features of what124

makes up an attractive headline. Zhang et al. (2018)125

address attractive headline generation as question126

headline generation (QHG), which assumes that127

interrogative sentences are more popular. Indeed,128

such modality is a type of FR, but we argue that129

the interrogative style may not be suitable for some 130

news headlines, especially for verified news. 131

Headline Generation Headline generation can be 132

viewed as a more specific summarization task. Qi 133

et al. (2020) propose a Transformer-based, self- 134

supervised n-gram prediction objective. Liu (2019) 135

propose BERTSum, a variation of BERT (Devlin 136

et al., 2019) for extractive summarization. See 137

et al. (2017) propose an attention-based pointer 138

generator with a copy mechanism, which has made 139

great progress in summarization. Although its ca- 140

pability of copying text from the source context 141

is powerful, using it directly for verified news of- 142

ten leads to bland titles. Hence we apply forward 143

references and a sensationalism scorer to produce 144

more satisfying results. Xu et al. (2019) propose 145

auto-tuned reinforcement learning to generate sen- 146

sational headlines using a pre-trained sensational- 147

ism scorer, the resulting score of which is used as 148

the reward to enhance the attractiveness. 149

Faithful Summarization Recent work investigates 150

how to improve the faithfulness of the generated 151

summary or headline. Matsumaru et al. (2020) pro- 152

pose pretraining a textual entailment scorer to filter 153

out noisy samples in the dataset, preventing hal- 154

lucination or unfaithful generation. Maynez et al. 155

(2020) analyze the faithfulness of current abstrac- 156

tive summarization systems, and discover that tex- 157

tual entailment correlates better to faithfulness than 158

standard metrics. Based on such work, one ma- 159

jor direction is to evaluate generated summaries 160

with textual entailment rather than raw metrics 161

such as ROUGE (Lin, 2004) or BLEU (Papineni 162

et al., 2002). Accordingly, we propose a faithful- 163

ness scorer based on textual entailment. During 164

training, the scorer provides feedback in the form 165

of a faithfulness score, which is used as an opti- 166

mization goal in a reinforcement learning fashion. 167

3 Preliminary User Study 168

In this section, we investigate for a given topic 169

which of the fake or real headlines users are more 170

interested in, and how often forward references are 171

found in interesting titles. Accordingly, we want to 172

test the following two hypotheses: 173

H1: Fake news headlines motivate user reading 174

interest more than real news headlines. 175

H2: Forward references are commonly seen/used 176

in headlines which interest users. 177

We conducted the user study on both Chinese 178

and English news to see whether forward refer- 179
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ences were used across languages. For English180

headlines, we adopted FakeNewsNet (Shu et al.,181

2018), which contains fake and real news headlines182

about gossip and political news from GossipCop183

and PolitiFact. Since the real and fake news in Fak-184

eNewsNet are not paired up, we performed topical185

clustering to alleviate topical bias. For Chinese186

headlines, we directly leveraged news pairs labeled187

as disagreed in the WSDM fake news challenge188

dataset,1 which contains one fake news headline189

and its corresponding verified news headline. In190

this way we avoid topical preferences.191

We conducted the English user study using Ama-192

zon Mechanical Turk (Crowston, 2012). Each pair193

was labeled by 3 turkers, whereas each Chinese pair194

was annotated by 5 native speakers we recruited.195

To test H1, annotators chose which headline they196

wanted to read further, with four options: first head-197

line, second headline, both and none. News verac-198

ity was not revealed during the study. Results show199

that both Chinese and English readers prefer fake200

news headlines. For Chinese, 39.75% of fake ti-201

tles were chose, while 23.60% of real titles were202

chose. For English, the percentages are 34.57%203

and 30.33%, respectively. This result supports H1:204

fake news headlines motivate reading interest more205

than real news headlines.206

To test H2, we asked another set of three annota-207

tors to label the FR type of the preferred headline208

selected in the previous user study. This question209

could have more than one answer as more than one210

FR type can be used to compose a title. The defini-211

tion of each FR type are listed in appendix. Results212

show that 73% of Chinese and 85% of English213

headlines utilize FR techniques (at least one FR is214

included in the headline), which further supports215

H2: FR is commonly used in interesting headlines.216

For detailed distribution of reading preference and217

FR type of the preferred headlines, please see Ap-218

pendix A and B.219

4 Method220

Having motivated the use of FR, we propose Hon-221

estBait, a novel framework which incorporates FR222

techniques. The left part of Figure 1 is a high-level223

workflow of the model. The model input during224

training contains verified news headlines and their225

content. First, we use an FR classifier to predict226

which FR type best fits the input real news head-227

1https://www.kaggle.com/c/
fake-news-pair-classification-challenge

line, after which the generator takes the real news 228

content as input and generates a headline. During 229

each decoding step, we use the FR labels from the 230

FR classifier to compute the FR type reward. After 231

decoding, we utilize a faithfulness scorer and a sen- 232

sationalism scorer to compute the faithfulness and 233

sensationalism rewards by which to evaluate the 234

generated headline. During inference, given ver- 235

ified news articles and their headlines, the frame- 236

work generates interesting headlines using FR, and 237

ensures fidelity via the faithfulness scorer. Thus 238

the model has four major components: a sequence 239

generator, a FR type classifier, a faithfulness scorer, 240

and a sensationalism scorer. Below we describe 241

these in detail. 242

4.1 Sequence Generator 243

We adopt a pointer network (See et al., 2017) as 244

the sequence generator. For given real news con- 245

tent A with M tokens {w1, w2, · · ·wM} and its 246

corresponding headline consisting of Q tokens 247

{x1, x2 · · ·xQ}, the encoder encodes each token 248

with a bidirectional LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmid- 249

huber, 1997) to obtain its hidden state ht. We adopt 250

Chinese word-level embeddings pre-trained on the 251

Weibo corpus (Li et al., 2018). Following Luong 252

et al. (2015), we use an attention mechanism on the 253

hidden states of the encoder: ai = softmax(hti), 254

he =
∑

i aihti, and then he is sent to the decoder. 255

For each token in the article, the decoder updates 256

its hidden state as st. The probability distribution 257

of each time step over the vocabulary is computed 258

through two linear layers: ot = (Wv[he⊕st])+bv, 259

Pvoc(x
∗) = softmax(W

′
vot+b

′
v), where Wv, W

′
v, 260

bv, and b
′
v are trainable parameters. The final distri- 261

bution is combined with the probability computed 262

by copy mechanism, making words from source 263

article available for generation: 264

pgen = σ(V h
c he + V s

c st + V x
c et + bc),

Pfinal (x
∗) = pgenPvoc(x

∗) + (1− pgen)
∑
i

ai,

(1) 265

where ai is the attention weight over the input to- 266

kens computed by the encoder, and et is the embed- 267

ding of the tokens in the article. V h
c , V s

c , V x
c , and 268

bc are trainable parameters, and σ is the sigmoid 269

activation function. For the objective we use the 270

negative log likelihood as LMLE as follows: 271

LMLE = − 1

Q

Q∑
i

logPfinal (xi). (2) 272
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Figure 1: Left: The proposed framework. Required inputs are underlined. Components with frozen training weights
are depicted with a blue background. Right: Workflow of model-level debiasing module.

4.2 Forward Reference Type Classifier273

To make the model able to mimic different FR274

types, we pre-train two multi-label classifiers:275

(1) real2fake, which receives the real headline as276

input and predicts the FR type of the corresponding277

fake news; this classifier learns which kinds of real278

titles are suitable for which specific combination279

of FRs. (2) real2real, which predicts which FR280

type the generated headline contains; this is pre-281

trained by taking real news headlines as input and282

classifying which FR type these headlines have.283

We implement these FR classifiers with a BERT-284

based encoder. Given a verified news headline, we285

obtain a sentence-level representation hv with the286

hidden state of the [CLS] token. The final predic-287

tion pfr ∈ Rl is the probability distribution of each288

forward reference type predicted by a MLP clas-289

sifier following a sigmoid function; the FR type290

prediction is defined as:291

ỹifr =

{
1, if pifr > θ

0, otherwise
, ŷfr = [ỹ1fr ; ỹ

2
fr ; ...; ỹ

l
fr ]

(3)292

where i denotes the i-th dimension of pfr and θ is a293

threshold, here set to 0.5. ŷfr ∈ {0, 1}l and l is the294

number of the FR type. We pre-train these models295

using binary cross entropy loss, yielding a 0.65 mi-296

cro F1 score on real2fake and 0.91 on real2real on297

a pre-training test set. Below we denote real2fake298

prediction as ŷf and real2real as ŷr, both of which299

are calculated using Eq. 3.300

4.3 Forward Reference Reward301

For each decoding time step, we calculate the FR302

reward once: tokens generated up to the current303

time step y∗1:t are sent to the real2real FR-classifier304

to derive ŷ1:tr and calculate how well the generated305

text fits the FR prediction by real2fake ŷf . This is306

formulated as: 307

Rfr =
1

T

T∑
i

(1−MSE(ŷf , ŷ1:ir )), (4) 308

where MSE denotes the mean squared error and 309

Rfr ∈ [0, 1] is the FR reward. In practice, we can 310

also use the FR label of the fake news acquired 311

from our user study yfr to replace ŷf , and view this 312

setting as an upper bound for real2fake accuracy to 313

calculate Rfr . The FR prediction by real2fake ŷf 314

can be treated as a hint to guide HonestBait as to 315

which FR type is more likely to be applied given 316

the real news headline. Based on our observation, 317

however, to interest the user, it is not necessary to 318

generate headlines according to a specific FR type. 319

Hence, real2fake can be used as an auxiliary tool to 320

help decide which FR type to use, and is especially 321

useful when the dataset contains no FR-type labels. 322

4.4 Faithfulness Scorer 323

Inspired by Kryscinski et al. (2020) that textual 324

entailment better correlates to faithfulness than raw 325

metrics, we use a pre-trained faithfulness scorer 326

to evaluate whether the generated headline distorts 327

or contradicts the corresponding content. When 328

pre-training, we use a real news headline and its 329

content as a positive example, and a fake news head- 330

line with the corresponding real news content as a 331

negative example. We pre-train this as a natural lan- 332

guage inference (NLI) task (classifying entailment 333

and contradiction).2 The sentence embeddings of 334

headline and content are denoted as xh and wh. We 335

apply a popular method to encode sentences for the 336

NLI model (Conneau et al., 2017): 337

h = [xh;wh;xh − wh;xh ⊙ wh] (5) 338

where ; denotes concatenation on the hidden dimen- 339

sion, and ⊙ denotes the element-wise product. 340

2We exclude real-headline fake-content pairs since some
of the fake contents are not necessarily fake.
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Lexical Bias We discover that the verified news341

in the WSDM dataset often contains lexical bias;342

in particular, many true headlines entailed by their343

contents contain the words “verification" and “ru-344

mor" which results in a shortcut model, i.e., the345

NLI model tends to classify samples as entailment346

based simply on the existence of certain words. In347

addition, the word-overlap bias (WOB), i.e., high348

word-overlap (Naik et al., 2018), also harms our349

entailment task to ensure faithfulness. This is espe-350

cially true when the fake headline in PANCO also351

has high word overlap with the verified content352

as they concern the same specific event or person.353

Thus, we adopt the model-level debiasing learning354

module (Zhou and Bansal, 2020) to our entailment355

task; its workflow is illustrated in the right part of356

Fig. 1. A bag-of-words sub-model is deployed to357

capture superficial features, since it has the least358

reasoning ability, and is more likely to use short-359

cuts to make predictions. The main model, in turn,360

consists of two bi-LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmid-361

huber, 1997) networks that are capable of reasoning362

over deeper semantics. During training, HEX pro-363

jection (Wang et al., 2019) is used to screen out364

superficial features by making the hidden state of365

main model and the BoW sub-model orthogonal,366

allowing the main classifier to focus on deeper fea-367

tures. Following Zhou and Bansal (2020), we use a368

self-attention layer as the bag-of-words sub-model369

encoder, and a 3-layer bi-LSTM with skip connec-370

tions and residuals as the main model encoder:371

FA =f([ubow ;umain ], ξ),

FP =f([0;umain ], ξ),

FG =f([ubow ; 0], ξ),

(6)372

where f denotes the final MLP classifier, ubow and373

umain denote the sentence embeddings encoded374

with Eq. 5, and ξ denotes the classifier parameters.375

376

FL = (I − FG(FT
GFG)

−1FT
G)FA, (7)377

where FL is projected to the orthogonal space of378

FG. We use the same training objective as Zhou379

and Bansal (2020). After training, the main model380

FP is ready for use in the proposed framework as381

shown in Fig. 1 to make inferences and to calcu-382

late the faithfulness score Rfaith . The faithfulness383

scorer achieves 0.83 accuracy on the testing set.384

4.5 Sensationalism Scorer385

In addition to being faithful, the desired output386

must be attractive. We make use of another BERT-387

based binary classifier to obtain the sensational- 388

ism score. We first manually determine the news 389

categories that are consistently sensational (fash- 390

ion, gossip, headlines, international, society, poli- 391

tics) and collect the news headlines along with the 392

content in these categories. The collected news 393

headlines are regarded as sensational. For non- 394

sensational headlines, we utilize a pointer genera- 395

tor to obtain a summary headline, and treat this as 396

a non-sensational title since summarization mod- 397

els retain only the semantics of the content. We 398

train the sensation scorer with binary cross entropy 399

along with a softmax layer to produce a sensation 400

score ∈ [0, 1]: Rsen = σ(Wsxs + bs), where xs 401

is the aggregated representation of the [CLS] token 402

produced by BERT, σ is the softmax function, and 403

Ws and bs are learnable weights. The accuracy on 404

test set is 0.86, indicating its ability to discriminate 405

sensational headlines. 406

4.6 Hybrid Training 407

We adopt the reinforcement learning (RL) algo- 408

rithm (Williams, 1992) to train our model with the 409

weighted sum of scores produced by the FR classi- 410

fier, the faithfulness scorer, and the sensationalism 411

scorer as the reward R. Following Xu et al. (2019); 412

Ranzato et al. (2015), we use the baseline reward 413

R̂t to reduce variance, where R̂t is the mean reward 414

estimated by a linear layer for each time step t dur- 415

ing training. The final reward and its loss are 416

R = Rfr + αRfaith + (1− α)Rsen

LRL = − 1

T

T∑
i

(R− R̂t) logPfinal (xt).
(8) 417

Similar to Xu et al. (2019), we compute the final 418

loss as the combination of LMLE and LRL: 419

L = λLMLE + (1− λ)LRL, (9) 420

where both λ and α ∈ [0, 1] are hyperparameters 421

to balance the weight of each component, and the 422

composite design here is to ensure that we produce 423

headlines that satisfy all objectives. To sum up, we 424

use the pre-trained faithfulness scorer to evaluate 425

the textual entailment between the generated head- 426

line and the content, the sensationalism scorer to 427

measure the sensationalism of the generated head- 428

line, and the FR type classifier to estimate whether 429

the generated headline matches the given FR type. 430
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5 Experiment431

We conducted experiments to evaluate HonestBait.432

We describe the experimental dataset, following433

by the result of autometrics and human evaluation,434

and include a case study to further demonstrate the435

superiority of the proposed model. Source code is436

available at https://reurl.cc/q1DmyD437

5.1 PANCO Dataset438

We compiled Paired News with Content (PANCO),439

a dataset that originated from a fake news classifica-440

tion competition held by WSDM. The competition441

involved a textual entailment task in which two442

news headlines were given as input: the task was443

to predict the relationship between the headlines.444

Each sample in the original dataset includes a fake445

news headline and a headline that is either agreed446

(two fake stories describing the same event), unre-447

lated (two stories describing different events), or448

disagreed (two stories describing the same event,449

one of which is real and the other fake). We aug-450

mented the provided dataset in the following way:451

(1) We discarded agreed headline pairs (both titles452

are fake). (2) We manually examined the unrelated453

pairs and discarded unrelated samples because we454

found that some unrelated samples implicitly verify455

the fake headline. (3) We merged selected unre-456

lated samples with disagreed samples. (4) We used457

each title as a query and used Google Search to458

determine the source of each news story. (5) We459

deployed a crawler to acquire news content from460

sources which matched the title. (6) Five annota-461

tors labeled the FR type of each headline; the final462

label was decided by majority vote. The proposed463

dataset has a total of 7,930 paired samples, con-464

taining fake news and the corresponding verified465

news along with their content and FR type. Some466

statistics are listed in Fig. 2. The main novelty of467

PANCO is the collection of pairs (describing the468

same event) of verified and fake news as well as the469

content. In addition, we provide the FR type label470

for each headline and for both real and fake news471

as linguistic features for further study. Also, al-472

though WSDM also provided English translations473

of the headlines, they were machine-translated and474

hence not satisfactory for further experiments; thus475

PANCO is a Chinese-only dataset.476

5.2 Baseline and Settings477

We compared the proposed model with the follow-478

ing strong baseline for Chinese headline generation.479

Model R1 R2 RL BS FR
Ptr-G 41.86 28.18 37.30 69.61 55%
Clickbait 41.02 28.03 36.64 69.52 69%
ROUGE 43.75 27.65 35.65 71.56 59%
ProphetNet 46.82 30.40 38.89 73.57 50%
BertSum 28.09 16.15 18.86 63.22 17%
T5 44.27 28.55 38.66 72.73 60%
HonestBait 43.76 31.45 40.42 72.61 80%

Table 1: Automatic metric of proposed model against
baselines. Rn represents the n-gram ROUGE score and
RL is the ROUGE-L score. BS represents the BERT
score. FR is the ratio of generated headlines using FR.

The pointer-generator network (Ptr-G) (See et al., 480

2017) is an LSTM-based model with attention and 481

a copy mechanism. Clickbait (Xu et al., 2019) uses 482

a CNN-based sensationalism scorer to automati- 483

cally balance MLE and reward loss, and also for 484

use as a reward to generate more sensational head- 485

lines. ROUGE uses the Ptr-G architecture but with 486

the ROUGE score as a reward. T5 (Raffel et al., 487

2020) is a text-to-text Transformer-based model; 488

we utilize T5 with Pegasus (Zhang et al., 2020) 489

pre-training to strengthen the baseline. Prophet- 490

Net (Qi et al., 2020, 2021) is a Transformer-based 491

model that utilizes future n-gram prediction as a 492

self-supervised objective. It performs strongly over 493

several summarization benchmarks. For human 494

evaluation and the case study, we also include Gold, 495

which represents real human-written headlines as a 496

strong baseline. Evaluation is done on PANCO by 497

autometrics and human evaluation. 498

Experimental settings are detailed as follows. 499

We first pre-trained all baselines on the LCSTS 500

dataset (Hu et al., 2015) with 480,000 steps. LC- 501

STS is a large-scale Chinese summarization dataset 502

containing 2,400,591 samples with paired short text 503

and summaries. We used the pre-trained weights 504

to fine-tune all baselines on the PANCO training 505

set for another 10,000 steps. The λ hyperparameter 506

was set to 0.2 and α to 0.4. For qualitative analysis 507

of λ and α, please refer to Appendix D and E. 508

5.3 Automatic Metrics 509

We used three autometrics for evaluation: ROUGE- 510

n (Lin, 2004), ROUGE-L, and the BERT 511

score (Zhang* et al., 2020). Though automet- 512

rics are in general not reliable for text genera- 513

tion (Sulem et al., 2018; Callison-Burch et al., 514

2006; Schluter, 2017), we still provide automet- 515

ric results for reference. Results in Table 1 show 516

the good abstractive ability of HonestBait with the 517

highest 40.42 RL score. Among the baselines, 518
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Figure 2: Headline and content length of PANCO dataset. We report the max and average length at the word level.
We also list the top 10 most frequent words in real/fake headlines, sorted from left to right, top to bottom. Numbers
and names are ignored.

ProphetNet is the strongest, with the highest R1519

and BERT scores, perhaps due to its n-stream self-520

attention mechanism. On the other hand, the ex-521

tractive summarization model BERTSum performs522

worst here, as extracting a sentence from the article523

as its headline is not a common practice in general.524

In the last column of Table 1, we further use525

the real2real FR classifier to detect which FR tech-526

nique(s) the generated headlines are using, and527

report the percentage of generated headlines using528

FR in different models. The result shows that 80%529

of the headlines generated by HonestBait exploit530

FR to make headlines more attractive, which is the531

highest among all models, indicating that Honest-532

Bait indeed learns to utilize FR techniques during533

generation.534

Model ATRC FAITH FLCY
Ptr-G -29.50 -17.83 -19.80
Clickbait -6.00 -22.33 -9.25
ROUGE -17.50 -17.25 -24.66
ProphetNet -5.60 -5.50 4.33
BertSum -30.50 -21.99 -9.70
T5 -12.50 -10.25 -1.25
Gold -11.25 1.00 8.34
HonestBait - - -

Table 2: Results of pairwise comparison, in terms of at-
tractiveness (ATRC), faithfulness (FAITH), and fluency
(FLCY), shown as percentages.

5.4 Human Evaluation535

We conducted a human evaluation to further evalu-536

ate the attractiveness, faithfulness, and fluency of537

the generated headlines. We randomly selected 100538

samples from the test data in PANCO, and asked 5539

native speakers to select headlines in response to540

the following questions: (1) Which headline makes541

you want to read further? (2) Which headline is542

more faithful to the content? (3) Which headline543

is more fluent? The workers were given two gen-544

erated titles and the story content, and were asked545

to select first title, second title, or tie in response to546

the questions. The order of titles was shuffled and547

the generation system behind was not revealed. 548

Table 2 reports the pairwise comparison results 549

as percentages. Each number in the table is the 550

competing model compared to the proposed Hon- 551

estBait, following Zhao et al. (2020). For example, 552

the output of Ptr-G is 12.50%/45.50%/42.00% bet- 553

ter/same/worse than HonestBait in terms of attrac- 554

tiveness, resulting in 12.50%-42.00% = -29.50% 555

in the table. Results show that for both attrac- 556

tiveness and faithfulness, HonestBait outperforms 557

all baselines by a large margin. We believe this 558

is due to the use of forward referencing and the 559

faithfulness check. Compared to the pure click- 560

driven attractiveness-optimized Clickbait (Xu et al., 561

2019), HonestBait outperforms by directly learn- 562

ing writing skills to avoid other impact factors of 563

attractiveness. In addition, boosting only attractive- 564

ness makes Clickbait relatively unfaithful (-22.33). 565

As for fluency, only ProphetNet and Gold outper- 566

form our model. As we did nothing specifically to 567

improve fluency like ProphetNet’s n-stream atten- 568

tion, this result indicates that HonestBait maintains 569

reasonable fluency while increasing attractiveness 570

and faithfulness. Note that compared to human- 571

generated headlines (Gold), HonestBait generates 572

more attractive headlines (+11.25%) with only a 573

modest drop in faithfulness (-1.00%), which shows 574

the effectiveness of HonestBait for rewriting real 575

news headlines to promote the stories. 576

5.5 Ablation Study 577

To further investigate our framework, we conducted 578

an ablation study. We compared each setting with 579

the full framework using the evaluation protocol 580

from Sec. 5.4 by pairwise comparison. Results 581

are shown in Table 3. Clearly, there is an sig- 582

nificant drop in attractiveness when we remove 583

the sensation scorer (−19.50%) or FR type reward 584

(−16.00%), which indicates that even with the sen- 585

sation scorer, attractiveness still decreases without 586

the help of the FR reward (see setting w/o FR). That 587

is, the FR reward indeed helps the model to learn 588
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attractive writing styles. On the other hand, remov-589

ing the faithfulness scorer results in the largest de-590

crease in faithfulness (−11.50%). This also shows591

our lexical-bias-robust faithfulness scorer prevents592

deviations in the generated headline. This attests593

the effectiveness of each component in the pro-594

posed model.595

ATRC FAITH FLCY
W/o sen -19.50% -4.00% -9.75%
W/o faith -4.00% -11.50% -6.75%
W/o FR -16.00% - 5.50% -6.25%

Table 3: Ablation study result. “w/o” represents remov-
ing corresponding component from the full framework.

Figure 3: Generated examples from different models.
For simplicity, we only present part of the article.

5.6 Case study596

Figure 3 shows an example illustrating headlines597

generated by different models. Results show that598

Ptr-G, Clickbait, and ROUGE extract the name599

“Jobs” from the article, which is a powerful ability600

of the copy mechanism to alleviate the generation601

of unknown tokens. However, in terms of being602

headlines, these texts are less satisfying in that they603

are not understandable. BERTSum and T5 make604

mistakes by generating open questions without an-605

swering them, which could motivate user interest606

Full: 吃木瓜可丰胸？营养师辟谣：不靠谱
Papaya is helpful for breast enlargement?
Nutritionist clarified: not reliable.
w/o Faith. Scorer: 吃木瓜可丰胸？营养师
辟谣：吃木瓜可丰胸. Papaya is helpful for
breast enlargement? Nutritionist clarified:
Papaya is helpful for breast enlargement.

Table 4: Examples w/ and w/o faithfulness scorer

but is not faithful enough for verified news head- 607

lines. T5 focuses on the wrong point borrowed 608

from other articles as this article is not about can- 609

cer prevention, which could be harmful. In contrast, 610

HonestBait generates interrogative sentences to at- 611

tract readers, but with an explicit clarification of 612

the fake information, and is aligned to the content. 613

We also provide examples generated with and 614

without the faithfulness scorer, as listed in Table 4 615

to better demonstrate the effectiveness of the faith- 616

fulness scorer. The headline generated without the 617

faithfulness scorer appears quite fanciful, while 618

with the proper guide of the faithfulness scorer, it 619

successfully produces a true headline. These exam- 620

ples confirm that the proposed HonestBait has good 621

writing techniques, yielding attractive and faithful 622

headlines, which is indeed indispensable for news 623

headline generation. 624

6 Conclusion 625

In this paper, we present HonestBait, a novel frame- 626

work for generating faithful but interesting head- 627

lines. Moreover, we construct PANCO, a novel 628

dataset that includes the title and content of pairs 629

of fake and verified news, along with their forward 630

reference type for further research. Our user study 631

show that verified news headlines are relatively bor- 632

ing, and forward references are used in most head- 633

lines that readers like. Experiment results show 634

that HonestBait outperforms all baselines in both 635

automatic and human evaluations, which demon- 636

strates its effectiveness on generating attractive but 637

faithful headlines. We expect HonestBait to help us 638

rewrite monotonous real news headlines to increase 639

their exposure rate to help combat fake news. 640

7 Ethical Consideration 641

HonestBait is only designed to assist journalists as 642

a reference to write more user-desired and faithful 643

headlines for verified news. While being similar 644

to clickbait or attractive headline generation sys- 645

tems, HonestBait also has the risk to be used by 646

unwanted malicious users to generate sensational 647
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headlines for fake news. Additionally, HonestBait648

may misjudge an offensive or unethical headline649

as user-desired headline. Our goal is to leverage650

the existence of fake news as a learning material to651

fight against misinformation, by encourage users to652

read verified news. This system focuses specially653

on the alignment between headline and its content,654

in order to be aware of the potential harm of misin-655

formation generation. We are calling users not to656

abuse HonestBait to produce false information.657
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Appendix860

A Distribution of Reading Preferences861

Reading preferences for Chinese and English are862

aligned in general. As mentioned in Sec. 3, For863

Chinese headlines, 39.75% of fake titles were chose864

more interesting than the real ones, while 23.60%865

of real titles win. For English headlines, the per-866

centages are 34.57% and 30.33%, respectively. We867

report the complete distribution including tie situa-868

tion as shown in Fig. 4, the ratio of tie situation is869

36.66% and 35.10% respectively.870

23.60%
39.75%

9.85%
26.81%

Real
Fake
Both
None

(a) Chinese headlines

30.33%

34.57%

9.24%
25.86%

Real
Fake
Both
None

(b) English headlines

Figure 4: Reading preferences w.r.t. real news and fake
news.

B Distribution of Forward Reference871

Here we report the distribution of FR type labelled872

by the annotators, as shown in Fig. 5. Table 5873

summarizes the types of forward references, and874

their sample headline can be found in Fig. 6.

Forward-referring Expressions
Type 0 None of below
Type 1 Demonstrative pronouns
Type 2 Personal pronouns
Type 3 Definite articles
Type 4 Ellipses
Type 5 Imperatives
Type 6 Interrogatives
Type 7 General nouns
Type 8 Location Adverbs

Table 5: Types of different forward-referring features

875
Note that for Chinese headlines, we merged876

type 8 into type 1 as their definitions are similar877

in Chinese.3 The FR type used depends on the878

language or culture. We can easily find that the dis-879

tribution of forward-referring features in Chinese880

headlines are more uneven. One possible reason881

is that the source of news in our dataset are less882

3In Chinese, location adverbs are often regarded as a type
of demonstrative pronoun. Also, as very few samples are of
type 8, we treat it as a special case of type 1.

diverse, so the writing style is more monotonic. 883

A majority part of fake titles utilize interrogatives 884

(Type 6) to lure readers to look inside the article 885

to search for the answer, while personal pronouns 886

(Type 2) are less common to appear. As for English 887

headlines, all types are observed roughly equally. 888

(a) Chinese headlines (b) English headlines

Figure 5: Distribution of forward references in Chinese
and English headlines with 2,800/2,159 samples. Type 0
indicates headlines without forward references.

C Stress Test of Faithfulness Scorer 889

To evaluate the robustness of the proposed faithful- 890

ness scorer to lexical bias, we conducted a stress 891

test (Naik et al., 2018) by choosing samples (a) with 892

high word overlap between headline and content 893

but that are unfaithful, and (b) with headlines that 894

contain certain cue words but are unfaithful. These 895

two types of samples are biased but unfaithful, 896

which is the hardest part for a faithfulness scorer. 897

We selected (a) by taking fake news headlines with 898

>85% word overlap with the verified contents. We 899

then picked four word cues that contains the word 900

“rumor”. which we randomly added before or after 901

headlines randomly chosen from LCSTS (Hu et al., 902

2015), after which we randomly selected other con- 903

tent from PANCO to pair with the headlines to form 904

(b). In total, we collected 80 samples for (a) and 905

200 samples for (b). Note that headlines or contents 906

selected from PANCO are in the validation and test 907

sets. Accuracy results are 0.78 on (a) and 0.85 on 908

(b), indicating an ability to reason semantically in- 909

stead of taking shortcuts to determine faithfulness. 910

Additionally, when we apply a biased faithfulness 911

scorer (faithfulness scorer without debiasing) on 912

HonestBait, we discovered that the only things it 913

generates are “clarification” and “rumor”, which 914

shows the importance of debiasing mechanism in 915

this framework. 916
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D Analysis of different λ917

Here we provide a qualitative analysis to examine918

the sensitivity of λ, which balances the weight of919

MLE loss and RL loss. In a sense, a higher λ920

leads to robust yet boring generation, as a higher λ921

relies more on MLE, and the MLE loss is calculated922

according to the gold title. Table 6 summarizes the923

generation with different λ. Note that the λ =924

0.0 case is ignored, as it completely relies on RL925

loss, which often leads to broken generation results926

and is not practical in general. When λ = 1.0,927

the model completely relies on MLE loss and is928

identical to using only Ptr-G.929

A smaller λ creates more diversity, and λ = 0.2930

effectively balances the diversity, attractiveness,931

and fluency. Also, in λ = 0.2 and λ = 0.6, more932

sensational or eye catching words are used (high-933

lighted in orange in Table 6), whereas λ = 1.0934

shows a more plain, ordinary tone. When λ = 1.0,935

the generated results are unrelated and unintelligi-936

ble, which also shows that our faithfulness scorer937

helps align the headlines to the content.938

λ Generated Example

0.2

临猗苹果滞销？山西临猗县政府辟谣：夸大失实
Apples from Linyi county are unsalable?

Shanxi Linyi county government
clarified: over-exaggerating.

0.6
临猗苹果滞销？事件是谣言！

Apples from Linyi county are unsalable?
This event is a rumor!

1.0

临猗苹果滞销？电商客服：商家或涉嫌侵犯
肖像权Apples from Linyi county are unsalable?

e-commerce’s customer service:
the merchant may violate portrait rights.

Table 6: Headlines generated with different λ. Orange
words refer to more sensational expressions.

E Analysis of different α939

We also conducted an analysis of how different val-940

ues of α affect the generated headline. In Table 7,941

a lower α means more emphasis is put on sensa-942

tionalism. A higher α tends to yield a relatively943

simple and monotonous sentence structure. In Ta-944

ble 7, we observe that when α = 1.0, it predom-945

inantly generates affirmative sentences including946

“will” or “is”, which are highlighted in red. On947

the other hand, a less dominant α provides more948

flexibility with respect to the sentence structure949

and adds diversity. When the reward is completely950

provided by the sensation scorer and the FR type re-951

ward (α = 0.0), it seems that the model generates952

headlines from a different aspect and focuses on 953

different keywords (highlighted in blue). However, 954

such diversity comes at the risk of harmful inven- 955

tion, which we can see from the second dubious 956

example. When α = 0.4, the generated headlines 957

maintain high veracity while improving attractive- 958

ness. Accordingly, we use 0.4 as our default setting. 959

To better show these above-mentioned phenomena, 960

we provide three examples here. 961

α Generated Example 1

0.0
香菜吃多了不易于男性繁衍？

Eating too much coriander is not good for
male’s reproduction?

0.4

谣言：吃香菜会杀精、阳痿、不易于男性
繁衍！Rumor: eating coriander will kill sperm,

cause impotence and not good
for male’s reproduction.

0.8
谣言：香菜吃多了不易于男性繁衍！
Rumor: Eating too much coriander is not

good for male’s reproduction.

1.0
谣言：吃香菜会杀精、阳痿！

Rumor: Eating coriander will kill sperm
and causes impotence.

α Generated Example 2

0.0
辟谣：洗牙是没病防病的预防措施！

Clarification: Dental scaling is a precaution that
prevents disease before it onset!

0.4
辟谣：洗牙能清洗牙齿？别再信了！
Clarification: Dental scaling can wash

your teeth? Stop believing it!

0.8
辟谣：洗牙是一种保健！

Clarification: Dental scaling is
a kind of health care!

1.0
辟谣：洗牙是清洗牙齿，是真是假！

Clarification: Dental scaling is
washing your teeth, True or False!

α Generated Example 3

0.0
辟谣！新衣服对身体会造成多大伤害？！

Clarified! How much harm will
new clothes do to our body?!

0.4
甲醛致癌？是谣言！

Formaldehyde causes cancer?
It’s a rumor!

0.8
甲醛致癌？别再信了！

Formaldehyde causes cancer?
Stop believing it!

1.0
甲醛致癌？是谣言！

Formaldehyde causes cancer?
It’s a rumor!

Table 7: Generated headlines with different α. Red
words refer to monotonic affirmative, and blue words
refer to more diversified expressions.
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Figure 6: Example headlines using different types of forward reference defined in Blom and Hansen (2015), retrieved
from PANCO

Figure 7: A sample of paired news collected from the PANCO dataset. Real news and fake news describe the same
story: the real news headline is less attractive, and the fake news headline is more sensational.
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